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Direct dark matter detection
Axions
a b s t r a c t
The axion is both a compelling dark matter candidate and provides an elegant solution to the strong CP
problem. The axion haloscope technique has the potential to detect dark matter axions. ADMX (the Axion
Dark Matter eXperiment) is an implementation of the axion haloscope technique, and has undergone a
series of sensitivity-improving upgrades. With the impending addition of a dilution refrigerator, ADMX is
poised to search a large region of plausible darkmatter axionmasses.Meanwhile, a number of other axion
experimental techniques are being considered to explore other axion masses relevant to dark matter.
© 2014 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).l1. Introduction
The Strong nuclear force seems to be invariant under the
symmetries of parity reversal (P) and charge conjugation times
parity reversal (CP), as evidenced by the apparent absence of a
neutron electric dipole moment [1]. This is despite the violation of
those same symmetries in the Weak force; canceling CP violation
in the Strong force with no new physics requires a degree of fine
tuning of parameters. This difficulty of resolving the CP invariance
of the Strong force without fine tuning is known as the ‘‘Strong CP
problem’’ [2].
One solution to the Strong CP problem involves introducing
a new broken symmetry (the Peccei–Quinn (PQ) symmetry) that
naturally and dynamically cancels CP violation in the Strong
force [3,4]. This new symmetry also introduces a new particle
called the axion [5,6]. Axions have properties similar to a π0
particle, and have a mass determined inversely by the PQ
symmetry breaking scale fa.
For certain ranges of fa, large quantities of low-mass axions are
produced in the early universe with an axion lifetime such that
they would still be present today [7–9]. This is compelling because
current cosmology holds that a large fraction of the gravitating
matter in our universe is not made of baryons [10]. The extra
nonbaryonic matter is termed ‘‘dark matter’’. No currently known
particle seems to account for any significant fraction of this dark
matter, implying the existence of some new particle beyond the
standard model.
If axions make up a significant fraction of dark matter, the
bounds on the axion mass are fairly stringent. Axions with
masses much above 10−2 eV are in conflict with the number
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0/).of neutrinos seen from SN1987a, while axions with masses
much below 1 µeV are in conflict with the apparent presence
of isocurvature fluctuations seen in measurements of cosmic
microwave background fluctuations [11,12].
Of particular experimental interest is the coupling of axions
to two photons. This is determined for the most part by fa and
scales linearly with the mass of the axion. Particular models allow
for some variation in the coupling, about a factor of 7 between
the optimistically coupled KSVZ [13,14] model and the more
pessimistically coupled DFSZ [15,16] model.
2. The axion haloscope technique
To date, the most successful technique for searching for dark
matter axions is called the axion haloscope, and relies on the
axion to two-photon coupling [17]. Dark matter axions can
convert to photons in a magnetic field via an inverse Primakoff
process. If an electromagnetic resonator with a resonant frequency
corresponding to the frequency of the resultant photon is properly
aligned in themagnetic field, the rate of axion to photon conversion
can be significantly enhanced.
Because the axion mass is unknown, an axion detection
experiment of this type must continuously tune the frequency
of its resonator across a range of frequencies corresponding to
likely axion masses while attempting to detect the power from
axion to photon conversion. The primary background in such an
experiment is the thermal noise in the resonator and detector
electronics. Thermal noise can be decreased by integration at a
given frequency, and thus the speed of tuning affects the sensitivity
of the experiment. In general, the tuning speed of an axion
haloscope is inversely proportional to the square of its noise
temperature.
3. The ADMX experiment
The ADMX experiment is an implementation of the axion
haloscope technique. It consists of a right circular cylinder copper-
coated microwave cavity roughly a meter tall and 30 cm in
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Fig. 2. Example power spectra from the ADMX experiment during warm
commissioning run. The Lorentzian shape below the spectrum shows the alignment
of cavity resonance with the power spectra; the experiment is most sensitive
to axions at the maximum of the cavity resonance. The slowly varying structure
present is the frequency varying effects of the receiver chain and is subtracted
during analysis. An axion signal would appear as a peak of excess power over a
narrow bandwidth (roughly 1 kHz) on this spectrum.
diameter placed inside an 8 Tesla superconducting magnet [18].
Fig. 1 shows an illustration of the experiment. The resonant
frequency of the cavity is tuned bymoving two copper or dielectric
rods from the edge to the center of the cavity. If the cavity is tuned
to the correct frequency, dark matter axions convert into photons
in the resonant TMmodes of the cavity. These photons, along with
black body radiation photons are picked up by a small antenna
at the top of the cavity and carried to microwave amplifiers.
After amplification, the signal is digitized converted into a power
spectrum (see Fig. 2), which is examined for signs of excess power
indicating the presence of axions. The entire system is cooled
cryogenically to reduce noise.
The ADMX experiment has gone through a series of iterations,
each with better sensitivity. Early incarnations of ADMX used
pumped 4He cooling and Heterostructure Field Effect Transistor(HFET) amplifiers with a noise temperature of 2 K, and were able
to exclude KSVZ axions with masses 1.9–3.3 µeV as dark matter
[19,20]. The amplification systemwas then upgraded to Supercon-
ducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) amplifiers. SQUID
amplifiers have a much lower noise temperature than HFETs, as
low as 100 mK at 500 MHz with physical temperatures below
200 mK [21]. The 2010 version ADMX demonstrated the use of
SQUID amplifiers operating at a physical temperature of 2 K (and
thus with a similarly sensitivity to the previous version), excluding
KSVZ axions with masses 3.3–3.53 µeV [22,23].
Presently, the newest version of ADMX has been constructed
with the intention of cooling with a 3He/4He dilution refrigerator.
The experimental package has been commissioned down to liquid
helium temperatures, and successive stages of refrigerator will be
commissioned over the summer. The target physical temperature
with the complete dilution refrigerator is 100 mK. This, in
combination with the SQUID amplifiers used in the previous
version, will result in an experiment that is sensitive to smaller
couplings and increase the tuning speed by over an order of
magnitude.
In addition to the dilution refrigerator, the mass reach of
the ADMX experiment is being expanded by using multiple TM
modes in the microwave cavity. Previous incarnations of ADMX
monitored only the TM010 cavity mode. At present, antennas
collect power from both the TM010 and TM020 modes during
data taking. The TM020 mode is roughly twice the frequency
of the TM010 mode, though somewhat less sensitive to axions
because of geometric factors. Overall it roughly doubles the speed
at which axion masses can be explored. Additional R&D efforts are
underway to further expand the mass reach of ADMX to lower and
higher frequencies.
4. Expected reach of ADMX
With the installation of the dilution refrigerator, the ADMX
experiment should be able to explore awide range of axionmasses
and dark matter axions with the more pessimistic DFSZ coupling
should be detectable even if axions constitute only a fraction of the
local dark matter density. The target search range for the ADMX
experiment after one year of operating at dilution refrigerator
temperatures, as well as the range targeted by R&D efforts, is
shown in Fig. 3. The current schedule is to explore this search range
in 2015, and then move to higher frequencies. This represents a
significant fraction of the plausible axion dark matter mass range,
and thus has significant discovery potential.
5. Other axion dark matter techniques
A number of other experimental techniques exist that may be
relevant for dark matter axions.
Axions produced in the sun with keV energies, and converted
into photons on earth in a strong magnetic field. This technique
has been pursued successfully in the CAST experiment, which has
been able to demonstrate sensitivity to KSVZ axions with masses
around 0.5 eV [24]. Larger versions of this experiment may be able
to exclude KSVZ axions with masses as low as 0.01 eV [25]. These
masses are much larger than would be expected if axions were to
constitute cold dark matter, but axions with these masses were
found, theywould represent a small component of hot darkmatter.
It has been pointed out that darkmatter axions can convert into
photons at the boundary of a conducting material in a magnetic
field, and this could be the basis for an axion dark matter search
in Ref. [26]. The experiment described there consists of a spherical
mirror in a strongmagnetic field, where photons from dark matter
axion conversion are focused at the center of the mirror. This
technique has a lower expected conversion rate when compared
16 G. Rybka / Physics of the Dark Universe 4 (2014) 14–16Fig. 3. Target reach of ADMX experiment. Axion parameter space already excluded
by the ADMX experiment is shown in blue, while space that will be explored in
one year of running with the dilution refrigerator is shown in green. The regions
labeled M1 and M2 correspond to the regions that will be explored in the TM010
and TM020modes respectively. Also shown are regions targeted by Low-Frequency
(LF) and High-Frequency (HF) R&D. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
to cavity experiments because of the lack of resonance, but at
the same time would operate over a much larger bandwidth. The
practicalities of such an experiment are still under study.
Some axion models favor extremely light axions in the neV
mass range and below, in contrast to the traditional micro-eV
mass range. Cavity experiments for this mass range would be
prohibitively large. However, axion dark matter in this mass
rangemay produce observable CP-violating effects, such as nuclear
electric dipole moments, that oscillate at audio frequencies [27].
Experiments that take advantage of this effect using NMR
measurement techniques are being considered [28].
6. Conclusions
Axions provide both a solution to the strong CP problem and
are a viable dark matter candidate. The ADMX experiment will
be exploring the most likely axion masses in the near future
and should be sensitive to scenarios where axions are only a
fractional part of the local dark matter halo. Meanwhile, other
experimental techniques are under development that may be
sensitive to unusual axionmasses ormodels. The axion darkmatter
hypothesis is testable, and future work promises to be able to
decide the matter.
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